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I. Introduction
The aims of this paper are:
1. To display a linearized version of rational expectations models of the
term structure of interest rates in terms of a complete vector of equally spaced
observations along the yield curve. The linearized version is essentially the
same as that which I derived (Shiller [l979J) for, two observations along the
yield curve: the one—period rate and the perpetuity rate. The more general
vector representation enables a more complete specification of hypotheses.
2. To present a data set on U.S. government bond yields which accurately
fits the description of the data assumed in the model.
3. To present an alternative hypothesis in terms of the vector of observations
along the yield curve that represents an easily interpreted alternative to the
model, and to present a posterior odds ratio between the hypotheses.
4. To comment on a recent study by Sargent [1979] which appears to confirm
the expectations model, in contrast to my conclusion (Shiller [1979j) that long—
term Interest rates appear to be too "volatile" to accord with the model. The
data and sample period used here are closer to that of Sargent and represents
some improvement over Sargent's.It will be shown that Sargent's procedure
did not test all of the restrictions imposed by the model. Not only did he first
difference the data, but also he omittedrestrictions on the stochastic properties of
the differenced daca.tie threw away the very restrictions used to establish the
volatility restrictions which I used.
*Associate Professor of Economics, University of Pennsylvania and Research




Thedata set usedhere(Table In below) consists of nine semi—annual
series of yields on l½2 live year Treasu notes (seriesdesignation
BAand EO), eachseries representing yields of bonds with a given time
tomaturity, from 6 months in multiples of 6 montháup to 4.5 years. Yields
are computed ftom midpoints ofbid—asked price spreads for the end of
March and September as provided on the Rodney White CenterGovernment
Bonds Tapemaintainedby the Wharton School. 'i" Thisdata is ideal in that:
bondswere issued each April 1 and October 1 from 1951 to 1978,on the same
'day that the 1½2couponswere paid on outstanding notes. The notes are not'
callable, may not be redeemed at par in payment qf estatetaxes, and the
appregiation in price from original issue discountwas, throughout the sample
period, taxed as income.
The sample was confined to the interval 1955—TI to 1973—Ibecause over this
interval there were always fairly large quantities(ranging from 33 million
dollars to over a billion doliais') of bonds in each of the ninematurity
categories outstanding. We might wish for a series based onuniformly
large quantities, hut no such series which shares the otheradvantages of this,
series appears to be available in the'United States. liataon bonds with he
full maturity of five years were not used',.because ofpossible anomalies in
the pricing of new issue bonds (Shiller and Hodigliini
119791).
The data series represent a clear improvement oVer the seriesused by
'The tape prepared by John Bildersee and described In Blidersee [1975]
has as its primary source Sajomon Brothers quote sheets. The prices are usually
identical to the corresponding figures quoted in the first issue in April and
October of the Commercial and Financial Chronicle, differing sometimes by a few
32nds,of a point. After 1969, when quantities in Come maturities fell below
$100 million, the discrepancies between the two soutces are bigger and more
common, reflecting perhaps the relative 'thinness of the market when smaller
quantities of the bonds.were outstan4ing.'—3—
Sargent which he took from Salomon Brothers' book, An Analytical Record of Yields
and Yield Spreads. The Salomon Brothers data are "yield curve" data based upon
judgmental interpolation of yields on heterogeneous bonds. Sargent used quarterly
data on five year and three month rates from 1953—Il to l971—IV.
III. The Sip Expectations Model of the Term Structure
Thesimpleexpectations models of the term structure as we shall define
itcanbe written:
(•) 1 K(1) *i
Rt'
= KO EtRt+K + (t.= E(R + (1)
i—y
uhureR1)isthe yield to maturity at tir.ie t of a bond maturing at tine 1+1,
(1) 2/ is the one—period rate, and .istheconstantliquidity premium. —
R'(ly)/(l1)k is the "ex-post rational i period rate".In the
empirIcalworkdata will be demeanedsothat .willdrop out. We thus
disregardit in what follows. EtR is the mathematical expectation of
conditonai on all information available at time t. The information includes
all current and past interest rates at time t and perhaps other information. The
weightlug scheme in (1)is truncated exponential scaled so that the sum of the
coefficientsis one. It wasshown In Shiller [1979 1that(1) is auseful
approximation, based on a linearization argument, to a number of variantsof
the expec tat ions model oftheterm structure, where Y =I/( I+C)and C isthe
coupon rate per per i 0(1onthe bond. intheI iini ting case ofa discount bond
as C approaches zero, (1) reduces to a simpJ e average o expected one—period
rates.In prac tice,however, a] 1 but the shortest bonds carry coupons.
The one—period holding return on an i—period bond is =
Throughoutthe paper, superfluous parentheses are used to distinguish
superscriptsfrom exponents.—4—
(p(l)— +C) where is thepriceof the i—period bond Sothat
— isthe capital gain and C is itscoupon. In our data, price,
coupon and other yields are expressed as fractions ofone, rather than in
percent as is customary. One must multiply C or H by 200 to arriveat the
annual percent, and P by 100 to arrive atprice as quoted. The holding period
yield can also he written in terms of the yields and R1), since
priceisafunction of yield. As described in Shiller [19791,ifthis
(i—i) (i) expression is then linearized around
Rt+l
=R =C,one finds a linearized
approximation to1I: i) =(J(i)R1/(1_1.)where (i)/(1i)
Expression(1) is then the solution to the rational expectations modelfound
by setting EH = forall i and t, which implies that R(1) Y.ERI'
+(l_Y.)RU). To derive (1),one proceeds by recursive substitution, first
replacing in this expression yielding an expression in ER22 and
(i—2) Then one replaces Rt+2and so on, until one arrives at (1). No terminal
condition assumptions need he made in arriving at this solution.
• . Thei1periodforwardrate applying to next period,F+j
•isthe
yieldthei—period bond would have to have in period t+l in orderfor H(1
toequal can be expressed in terms of and R' and if
th is (impii c i t) express ion is 1 inca ri zedaround =c weii iid the
linearized approximation to FJ' : F1 =(R—(l—y.)R/ y.. The
model (1) can also be described as the solution to therational expectations
model, obtained by setting the linearized forward rateequal to the expected
spot rate: F1U =E(R')for all i and t,bythe same recursive substitution.
The 1 i near i Zation whi clienables tis to II andFin placeofH and F is
quite accur:!to.The correlation between and Fl over our sample period
rangesfrom .999767 for i=9 to .999992 for i=2. The correlationbetweenand exceeds .99999 for al I. Thus the d 1st inction that is
oftenmade between models equatingexpectedone—period holding yieldsand
modelssetting forward rates equal to expected spot rates is not important in
practice.-
Wewill define a column vector of interest rates with maturities ranging
from 1 to n, R = ...R1'.Inour data, a =9.The
autocovariancefunction for the vector is B(K) =E(RtR'K whereRt has been
demeaned. By writing B as a function of K but not tweare assuming stationarity.
B(K) is an nxn matrix which is a function of the scalar K, and B(O) is the
variance matrix for the vector R. From the definition of 11(1) we can define
the vector ii=IH(II(2),H°'as H=UR—VR where U and V are
t tt t tt t+l
nxn matrices. Our model then says cov((H —LR1),R j=0whereL is an
tt t—j
nxlvector whose elements are all ones and j>0. The restrictions the model
imposeson the stochasticproperties ofthe Rt vector can then be written as;
NB.+ NB.= o (L)
O 0 0 0 0
-(1-1)(l_12)0....0 0




O 0 0 0 0
((y2)0 0 0 0
-1r3:11)
Wenote that ,theone—period forward rate applying to a time i t+1., t (1)
periodsin the future, shows a correlation exceeding .99999 for all iwith F+t the (l) j+l(i-fl) linearized one—period forward rate defined by F+. ((1—1)Rt
—
(l_Ii)R(i)/(Y1_1+l). Thelinearized i—periodforward rate is related to the t (i) (1-i)i-I Kl)
i:inearized i—period forward rates by F+i = KO Ft+l+K .
(l—y)—6—
Theseare straightforward linear restrictions on the autocovariance function
of Rt. If the generalized likelihood ratio principle is usedto devise a
test of these restrictions given data on the vectorR. then with certain
nonnality and homoscedasticity assumptions the test will amount to a series
of ordinary least squares regressions of H(1)— ontocurrent and lagged
I =2,...n and F—tests on their coefficients or their multivariate analogues.
The reason for such regressions is intuitive. F{1) is by our model an "mo—
vation" which cannot be forecasted based on information at time t.Since —
R1is known at time t,theresiduals are serially uncorrelated,
In Shiller [l979b] it was shown that the restrictions on theautocovariance
() (1) function between the perpetuity yieldR and R imply bounds on the
() (1) (1) variance of Ht —
Rtfor given variance of
Rt
.Theinequality restrictions
suggested a test of market efficiency which is recommended by its simplicity
and intuitive plausibility. The bound appears to be exceeded,i.e., long—term
interest rates appear to be too "volatile" to accord with the model. To derive
from (2) an analogous bound on the variance of i)_R'for given variance of
R' and for smalli, we use the fact that H'— RW=
By arguments parallel to those presented in Shilier [l979aJ,itis easily
established that var(II1)_ R) is maximized if is an (i—i.) order moving
point average process R1 =• Yc.where r is white noise. As was
established in that paper, if var(H1)_r) is to be maximized, the elements
in thesummationwhich comprise it must be perfectly positively correlated.
(1) (1) (1) Moreover, if we assume stationarity then var(R )= .var(E(R+.)—E÷i(R.))
titus, to maximize var (ii R) one sets up the Lagrangean:
L =(yJ+l0)2+ A(var(R) -j=Oj
(3)
Differentiatingwith respect to o.,j= 0...andsetting to zero one establishes.-7—
the form of the moving average process. Evaluating the summations one finds
the upper bound to var(H1)_ R1). It follows that:
o(Il) <a.o(R)
(4)
where a =((l_y2i)/(l_y2)yanddenotes standard deviation. This inequality
reduces to inequality I—i in Shiller [l979h] as i approaches infinity while
for low i, a. /T. This inequality is violated by sample standard deviations
for I >4but is not violated by j <3(Table I).* The violations of the inequality
are most strong for the highest i in our data but still less dramatic than the
violation observed with really long—term interest rate data as reported in
Shil.Ier [19791.Theviolation of the inequality for 4.5 year bonds is less
dramatic than that reported by Singleton [1980] for 5 year bonds. He also
used a six—month short rate and a similar sample but with monthly data: 1959—i
to 1971—Vl .Perhapshis more dramatic results stem from his decision to
subtract linear trends from the data, and in effect assume the trends were
known by the market in advance. Any such assumption has the effect of reducing
the uncertainty about future interest rates and thus reducing the permissible
volatility of long rates according to the expectations model. Ultimately the
inequality tests must hinge on our priors as to the reasonableness of such
assumptions. Although these results suggest that the interest rates R1),
i >4are too volatile to accord with the model, we shall not attempt here (as
did LeRoy and Porter [1.980] and Singleton j1980]) to derive a formal test
o the model based on variance statistics but will develop regression tests
1)0 low.
In his paper [1979J Sargent emphasized that the model placed complicated
-(1)(n)
nonlinear restrictions on the autocovariance function of the vector ZtIRt ,R
*'J'hestandarddeviations of the data from the source used by Sargent, Salomon
Brothers'An Analytical Record are very close to those reported here. For example,
the standard deviation over our sample, using the March + September Solomon Brothers
data, of R2 was .0071, of R8 was .0066.TABLE I
Standard Deviations of Interest Rates and Holding Period Yields
'I'he R(i) series (yield to maturity of a bond maturing in i periods) appear in
(i) . . . (L) liable 111. H (the one—period holding yield), H (the linearized one—period
holdingyield)are defined from data in Table 111 as described in the text, and
a. is defined in expression 4. The expectations model implies that the number
incolumn 4 oughtto be less than the corresponding number in column 6, or
thatthe number in column 7 ought to be less than one. Numbers in parentheses
arelower boundsofone—sided 95% confidenceinterval based on the assumption
independentnormal observations. Sample period is 1955—11 to 1972—Il.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Io(R) (him)o(H) a a.a(R)o(H/a,o(R)
i. .0081 .0081 .0081 1.00 .0081
2 .0077 .0098 .0097 1.409 .0114 .853
3 .0071 .0135 .0134 1.719 .0139 .964

















8 .0064 .0311 .0307 2.756 .0223 1.38
(.0261) (.0258)
9 .0063 .0336 .0332 2.912 .0237 1.40
(.0282)(.0278)—8—
analogousto those previously noted in Sutch [19681andShiller [19721.The
reasonfor such complicated restrictions is that the data vectors contained
only two interest rates: a long rate and the one—period rate. By omitting
(2) (3) (n—i)
the intervening rates R ,R
...R from the data vector, straightforward
linear restrictions on the autocovariance function were converted into non-
linear restrictions. One finds these nonlinear restrictions by a series of
recursive substitutions to eliminate the covariances relating to the variables
...R"
1)
,fromthe set of restrictions (2), substitutions
whichyieldnonlinear relationships.To see why this is the case in another
way, consider the simple relationship between the regression coefficientof
on and the autoregressive coefficient p of on The
model (1) implies that a theoretical regression of R' onto is the same
as a regression of ((l_y)/(i_11)) onto By the law of iterated




=((l—'y)(1-(yp)3))/(l-y1)/(l-yp)).Clearly, if i 2 this is a
nonlinear relationship between S and
Sargent11979]further specifiedthe model by assuming that the first
difference of thebivariate process Z wasfourth order autoregressive and




where a.,, i=l, ...mare 2x2 matrices of coefficients, and is the 2 element
innovation vector E(E) =0,E(ec) =V,E(cck) =0,k0. He wrote








—1cZ..This form of the likelihood function isconditional
on the first m observations
AZ1,AZ2,... tZ,which are treated as if they
were not generated by this model. This formmight be justified on the basis
of analytical convenience. Byrepresenting the model in first difference form,
(I) Sargent effectively assumed that the variance of I is infinite, and hence
the inequality (4) is assumed satisfied.
Sargent did not test all of the restrictions imposedby the model even if
we assume thatisunstationary andmusthe d if{erenccd to impose stationarity.
Therestrictions on thc o.., il, ...m,which Sargcnt tested arc those
imposed by the requirement that [ ((1)/(1_1fl)) (flyl YAR—
(where for Sargent y = 1)he uncorrelated wit:h all, lagged variables
ARO, AR1,
and AR°,...AR°.The implicationsSargent did not test
can be seen first by noting the forecast error of thelevels E
kR
- = I((i_Y)/(l_y))kikA(i)-(RR)J and the
spread — arestationary under his assumptions.
Since the projection of the forecast erroron information dated t—l or
n—i
earlier is zero, it follows that kO B(k)c t+k —
(E2
— where
B(k) k0, ...n-lare 2x1 vectors of coefficients offor ((1_)/(1_fl)) n-Ikk
(1) (1) (1) k1 .E1AR.minus its optimal forecast linear inR1, AR2,
•..ARE,
AR°,AR°, ...AR'.The coefficients B(k) are foundbyrecursive
substitutionin terms of the coefficientsof theautoregressive'representation.
Since£ S known at time t, if istobeunforecastabic attime t, the term
nut dropout of thc exprL5ionfor whichtue mn th-iteither 3(0)= [1,—i]
or there isalinear dependence between £2t and The former imposes additional
restrictions on the coeffieicents of the autoregression, the latter implies that
Vt is singular—10—
This point was also established in a different way by Melino [1981]. The
restriction that is uncorrelated with contemporaneous level variables
is the basis for the volatility tests reported in Shiller [1979] and is
the basis for the regression tests below as well.
One'anfurtherseewhythe technipie Sargent chose (as a [so thetechnique
chosenearlier by Sutch [9681, Shifler 19721 andModiglianiand Shil icr) was as
compi icatcd as it was if one considers that with dataonlyon and RU
onecannot form the innovation in in terms of observed variables. With
data in this paper and the expectations model — isthe innovation
in the yield on an n—period bond, which is observable: 11(n)_ R1 =
(R'
—yR10)/(l_y)
—R.Lacking data on however, one cannot
observe this innovation. One can effectively observe •01i(1113)_ R)
ri—i
because this equals, by our model, ((i-y)'/(l—y))(R— .E0yR) but one
cannot extractfrom aseries of observations on this sum a series H1)_H1
111.TheAlternaLive hypothesis
Infranil rig a terna t ivehypotheses about the term s tricttireof interest
rate;, we must first hear in mind some basic facts about interest rates which
dtdCOIlS istentwith the expectations model.. We (10notwantoura I ternat lw-
hypothesis to deny these basic facts, otherwise our testing procedure would
do no rim re tim 11reflee t Inc t s that are a Iready we I I known.
For large n arid short time intervals, it is well known that ui) —
isapproximately serially uncorreiatd and not highly forecastable by other
information, as our data here coni li-rn, which is consistent with the imp] ication—11—
of(1.)that H— is unforecastable. This fact is related to the fact
thatchanges in long rates show low serial correlation. Secondly, itis well
knownthat short rates have generally varied over a wider range than have
long rates. In periods of tight credit short rates tend to be substantially
higher than long rates. If short rates are stationary stochastic processes,
then a highspreadbetween short and long rates will tend to indicate, since
a highspreadtends to indicate a high short rate, that short rates will
decline as the expectations model suggests. With our data there is indeed a
negative correlation between R1 —R9and Thirdly, the yield curve
is generally a fairly smooth curve, which is consistent with smooth forecasts
o. the short rate. The smoothness of the yield curve coupled with the positive
serial correlation of short rates implies, for example, that FI is
positively correlated with Fotirthly,in recent years the entire yield
curve has shifted up. Both longrates and short rates are higher in the l970s
than they were in the l950s which suggests a positive correlation between holding
yields and short rates or forward rates and spot rates.
None of the above facts, however, establish that the shape of the yield
curve is a useful indicator of the path of future longer—term interest rates
as predicted by our model.Thefirst two facts noted above would remain true
if we shifted the longest rate series and 1(n—l) in time relative to the
shortest rateseries SC)asto threw them outofalignment. Thevariable
H(u)— willremainapproximately serially unrorrelated since is
approximatelyserialJy uncorrelated and has a muchlarger variance than
(wI th ourd;iLa o(ll)=. 0335 whiIc =.0081).A higli spreadbetween
R1and may still tend to indicate that R' will fall since a high spread
still tends to correspond to a high Our third fact would remain true if
weinterpOlated our misaligned long—term rate and one—period rate by any
smoothyield curve each period, and woul,d stil I correlate highLywith—12—
Only our fourth fact hasanything todo at all with the alignment between
long—term and one—period rate series. However, this fact is clearly consistent
with the expectations model only as a characterization of very long—term or
low frequency movements in interest rates.
All of the above basic facts are consistent with an alternative hypothesis
that denies that the shape of the yield curve carries information about the
future path of interest rates. Before defining it, recall what the null
hypothesissays about the implications of the shape of the yield curve. If
the yield curve (computed with demeaneddata so that its average shape is flat)
isupward sloping between1 andi,i.e.,if(R1)_R) >0,thenthe expected
linearized one—period holding return EF1(') must he less than the yield to
maturity. Since the one period holding return equalsthe yield to maturity if
(i—i) (i) R+i =Rt
,anupward sloping yield curve must then require that the yield
(i) . (1) on thei—periodbond increasing on average when Rt+l is greater than Rt
Specifically, since E(H_ R' =0,and since R— R is known at time
t, it follows from thedefinitionof II'and theexpectations operator that
a regression of R11 — onR1)
— shouldyield a coefficient of
which is strictly greater than zero. Such a regression is identical,
txceptfor a II near data trans format[on,toa regress ionC) I
1)—Ron
F(Il) —i)exceptthat now the cod€1 ci cut must,bythe on II. hypothesis,
he 1.00. This follows since, from the definition of F',FU—
t+i, tt+I,t t
((I-y)/y)((1) - ii))
The aLtirnative we shall consider (which was suggestedby results with
longerterm bonds inShiller [19791)assertsthatinterest rates tend to move
in the direction opposite to that indicated by the shape of the yield curve,
i.e.,that the coefficient ineitherof the above regressions is less than or
equaltozero.The diagrams in figures 1 and 2 s described in the accompanying
captionsillustrate what is meant by the null as contrasted to this alternative.—13—
Thelongrate always lies between and by the definition of
the linearized forward rate. The null hypothesesasserts that the distribution
of R11 lies centered on the forwardrate, so that R1) tends to be between
R1 and The alternative hypothesis asserts that the distribution
of R11 is centered on the same side of R1)as the short rate, i.e., R1)
does not tend to lie between Rand The histograms shown give a
visual impression of the truth of the expectationshypothesis. These diagrams
are not ideal in that small values of the spread between long and shortrates
produce outliers in the histogram, and so observations for which thespread was
small were eliminated (about 1/3 of the observations). Thefigures suggest
why regression tests of the null hypothesis are likely to have littlepower.
The movements in actual interest rates are very large relativeto the movements
predicted,according to theexpectations model, by the shape of the yield curve.
The figuresprobably exaggerate the weakness of the test since they do not
single out the occasional observation when the yield spread was large and
thereforeforecasted large movements in interest rates. The figures show
that the validity of the expectations hypothesis may be sensitive to the choice
of central tendency measure used torepresent public expectations.
This alternative hypothesis represents an alternative so dramatically at
variancewith the expectations model ofthe term structure that it could not
bereconciled withthe model by such other considerations as tax effects or
othercoupon effects (as discussed in Shil.ler andModigliani[]979J).
k-"
Ifwe consider the alternative only for one maturity, collapse the
a 1 ternat I yeto itsupperbound, ma int:ain the other coefficientrestrict ions of
thenidi•andni:ikeanappropriatenormality andhomoscedasticity assumption,
Itis cliff icult to model tax effects directly because of the multiplicity
of tax brackets, life cycle tax patterns, special tax provisions, changes in the
law) relation of tax burden to holding period, etc. The simple model proposed by
Shiller and Modigliani [19791 abstracts from many of these problems. This model
implies that when long rates are high relative toshortrates, long rates are
still expected to rise, hut to rise somewhat less thaninthe simple expectations
mode]due Luthe tax preference shown capital gains.TABLE II
REGRESSION RESULTS
R(ul) —R'=c+1(i—1)—R(1)
t+1 t i iv t+1, t t
2
i (t) (ta)
R D—W Posterior odds
2 .454x103 .612 .0414 2.52 1.53
(.548) (1.19)
3 -.531x103 1.13 .0406 2.39 2.01
(—.560) (1.18)
4 —.226x103 .762 .0129 2.44 1.22
(—.232) (.657)
5 —.449x103 1.80 .0439 2.44 1.84
(—.468) (1.23)
6 -.383x103 1.93 .0440 2.40 1.79
(—.408) (1.23)
7 -.293x103 1.56 .0223 2.44 1.39
(—.299) (.867)
8 —.394x103 1.88 .029 2.44 1.48
(—.410) (.997)
9 -.629x104 1.21 .011 2.44 1.19
(—.066) (.597)
Source of data is Table III. The linearized (1—1) period forward rate
applying to period t+l, is defined from Table 111 data as described






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































thenthe Neyman—Pearson lemma tells us that the besttest is an ordinary
regresslon t—testof a simplenull,versus simple alternative. One regresses
the change in the long rate — on a constant and thespreadbetween
theforwardrate and the long rate FL')—R1).Thenull hypothesis says
that thecoefficientof the spread is 1.00. The alternative hypothesis described
abovestates that thecoefficient is less than or equal to zero, which we collapse
now to a simple alternative that the coefficient equals zero. Had we chosen
instead to give the alternative hypothesis a one—sided prior distribution below
zerofor the coefficient, along lines suggested by Zeilner and Slow11979],
thenthe effect in our sample would be to increase the posterior odds, so that
they would favor the null more strongly. One could increase the posterior odds
ratio arbitrarily by giving more weight in the alternative prior tovery
negative values of 3.
Theregressiontests inTableII show some mild support for the expectations
hypothesis hutthesupport is very weak. The posterior odds ratio, based on
aprior odds ratio of one, diffuse priors on the intercept and log uniform
priorson the standard error of the regression ranges from 1.19 to 2.01.
The results for the 8 differentmaturities shown in Table Ii are not
independent.in fact, if we add to the null hypothesis that the forecasts
of are based on a univariate ARIMA assumption, then theresidualsshould
The regression tests shown in Table 1.1 are based on thear hitrary assumption of homoscednstjc normal residuals, contrary to the distributional
assumptions implicit in figures 1 and 2. The same regressions cannot be run
using data from Sn].omon Brothers An Analytical Record.., except for the
case i=2.In this case, over our sample =—.47and —.39. Thus, the
resul.t using the Salomon Brothers data is not significantly different from
that report-edin TableIi.
The posterior odds ratio is computed as t((l—/s)/t((—l)/s)where
t() gives the ordinate of t—distributton with N—K =33degrees of freedom,
g Is the ordinary least squares estimate of (,and sj isthe usual estimated
standard deviation of the estimate of .—15—
be perfectly correlated. If we wished to compute posterior odds ratios that
all coefficients are 1 versus the alternative that all are zero we would need
to consider the correlation of residuals across equations.
A natural assumption to make is the uninformative prior on the (i—l)x(i—l)
covariance matrix of residuals ,ofthe form f(l)ElI½ which results
from a Wishar prior on 1 as the degrees of freedom in the prior go to zero.
Zeilner [1971] shows the marginal posterior for our model which, however, does
not reduce to a generalized multivariate student t distribution.
Conclusionand_Summary
We haveseen how the complicated nonlinear restrictions implied by
expectations models on the cross autocovariance functions of interest rates
shownby Sutch Ll968j, Shiller [1972], Modigliani and Shiller [19731 and
Sargent[1979] are the result of omitted variables in their analysis. Withthe
completevector of interest rates used here, the restrictions are of the simple
linear variety which can be tested by simple regression tests rather than the
asymptotic likelihood ratio test of the nonlinear constraints used by
Sargent [1979]. Precisely which regressions to run depends on the alternative
hypothesisofinterest. An alternative hypothesis wasproposed which represents
the notion that the shape of the yield curve does not give the right signals
as to the likely future path of interest rates. Although the data favored this
alternative hypothesis with the long term (over 20 year) bonds inShilier
L1979j,thedata on short to intermediate term bonds used here, Table 11,
favortheexpectationshypothiesis.Theresults thus suggest thatthere may he
an elementof truthto the expectations hypothesis for short or intermediate
term interest rates but posterior odds ratios show that the evidence is very
weak. Before general conclusions are reached about short to intermediate term—16-
interest rates and the rational expectations model, theseprocedures ought to be
applied to other data sets as well. In view of these results, it isperhaps
not surprising that Sargent's tests, which used similar data andsample period,
accepted the model. His procedure is, however, slightly different from that
used here and was not directed at testing against the alternative hypo-
thesis considered here.TABLE III
YIELDS TO MATURITY (R) ON 1.5% U.S. TREASURY NOTES,
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*Exact yields to maturity computed using midpoint of bid—asked price
as reported on Rodney White Center Governmental Bonds Tape. Multiply
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